
Rauschenberg Foundation Archives 
Guide to Searching and Requesting Research Materials 

How to Find Available Research Materials in the Rauschenberg Foundation Archives 

Researchers have access to all unrestricted processed (arranged and described) archives collections. All processed 
collections and related materials are listed on the Foundation’s Archives Collections page.  

Screenshot showing how to find the Archives Collections page 
from the Rauschenberg Foundation homepage:  the archives 
collection page is located under 1) Art & Archives, 2) Archives, 
and 3) Archives Collections. 

Research Overview / Summary 

Once on the Archives Collections page, search the collections. 
1. Scroll down page and review each collections’ overviews to determine which collections interest you.
2. For the collections that interest you, view/download the finding aid (PDF).
3. Keyword search each PDF for materials of interest.
4. When you find items of interest, record the:

a. collection number or title;
b. box or item number; and
c. material’s description

 How Materials Should be Cited for Requests 

Collection Title 
Box or Item number. Material Description 
Box or Item number. Material Description 
Etc. 

What is a “Finding Aid” and why is it 
important to my research?”? 
A Finding Aid is simply an archival term for an 
archives collection’s index. Generally, it is a single 
document (ours are PDFs) that provides context 
about an archives collection, such as 
provenance, scope, and arrangement of the 
materials, as well as a detailed inventory of the 
materials in the collection including box and 
folder numbers. Researchers can search these 
documents to 1) find if there are archival 
materials related to their research and 2) if yes, 
determine the box/item numbers that contain 
these materials. 
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Research Details: How to Find Box or Item Numbers and Material Descriptions 

Screenshot of the archives collections page showing 1) Collection listings 2) Collection overviews; and 3) Downloadable PDFs of finding aids  
related to each collection (highlighted with green arrows). 

Material descriptions and box / item numbers are found on 
the finding aids (PDFs). When looking at the finding aid’s 
container list, boxes will be listed in the first column and 
descriptions in the second. Using the screenshot on the 
right, a request to view the monkey photo would be: 

Photograph Collection 
Box 1. Monkey 
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Research Example: Request for Materials Related to Rauschenberg’s performance Pelican 
List of materials in the Rauschenberg Foundation Archives that are important to research. 

Robert Rauschenberg papers (RRFA-01) 
Box P2. Pelican: Rauschenberg Notes 

Photograph Collection (RRFA-09) 
Boxes 32, 60. Pelican (2 folders) 
Box 34. Pelican 
Box 35. Pelican 

Audiovisual Collection (RRFA-02) 
Items 91.V031.00* [91.V032.02] and 63.V002.03* [63.V002.02]. First New York Theater Rally: Compilations 
Items DO [63.V003.01]. Pelican 
Items [97.V016*], 97.V016.02*, [97.V016.03*], [97.V016.04*], and [212.V001.00*]. Rauschenberg Performance 1954-
1995 

Research Example: Finding Materials Related to Rauschenberg’s performance Pelican 
Below is an example of how the materials related to Pelican requested in the previous example where found. Three 
collections were identified as relevant and searched. From this search, the request was created using the collection title, box 
or item numbers, and material’s description found during the search. 

1. Rauschenberg papers

Collection Overview 

Arrows indicate why collection seemed like it would have materials related to Pelican. 
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Excerpts from Robert Rauschenberg papers (Performance series) finding aid: Result from keyword searching Pelican. 

Relevant excerpt from Rauschenberg papers: Performance series finding aid. Box number is P2. 

2. Photograph collection

Collection Overview 

Arrow indicate why collection seemed like it would have materials related to Pelican.  

Excerpts from Photograph Collection finding aid: Description of materials in collection. 

Note: this is part of a series descriptive overview and refers to materials in the inventory list.  Box numbers, i.e. locations, are also listed in the inventory list. (see 
screenshots below) 
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Excerpts from Photograph Collection finding aid: Results from keyword searching Pelican. 
Result 1 

Result 2 

Result 3 

Relevant excerpts from Photograph Collection finding aid. Box numbers are 32, 34, 35, and 60. Note: these excerpts are found through a keyword search and taken from 
different pages on the finding aid. 
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3. Audiovisual collection

Collection Overview 

Arrow indicate why collection seemed like it would have materials related to Pelican.  

Excerpts from Audiovisual Collection finding aid: About accessing the items in the collection. 

Note: this is part of the collection’s scope and content note and explains access to the materials in the inventory list.  From the key, only items with an asterisk or DO are 
available to view. 
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Select excerpts from Audiovisual Collection finding aid: Results from keyword searching Pelican. 
Result 1 

Relevant excerpts from Audiovisual Collection finding aid. Only items with asterisk or DO can be viewed. Item numbers are 91.V031.00* [91.V032.02] and 63.V002.03* 
[63.V002.02]. Note: may be duplicate copies of the same recording. 

Result 2 

Relevant excerpts from Audiovisual Collection finding aid. Only items with asterisk or DO can be viewed. Item number is DO [63.V003.01].  
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Result 3 

 
Relevant excerpts from Audiovisual Collection finding aid. Only items with asterisk or DO can be viewed. Item numbers are [97.V016*], 97.V016.02*, [97.V016.03*], 
[97.V016.04*], and [212.V001.00*]. Notes: 1) Items 66.MM002.01 and 65.A001.00 are not available to view. 2) Included “RR Performance 1954-1995” as it fits within the time 
period for Pelican.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
Still Unclear? 
Email archives@rauschenbergfoundation.org for help. 
 
 
 


